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Wellington News
Book Fair
This week, we have been appreciating all the books we own 
with our book fair, which was set up outside in the 
playground. So we can  dive into and explore new stories. 
Most people enjoyed the books written by author David 
Walliams, who is the author we will be studying for World 
Book Day to celebrate his wonderful books, due to the 
adventures and humor in them. All of the children will be 
given a huge opportunity to buy a book and express their 
love for reading, by reading the awesome collection of 
books. 

World Book Day
Yesterday, there was a very special event that happened, 
where all the children and staff had a chance to wear a 
costume of their favorite character in a book. Due to it 
being World Book Day, the teachers set out really fun
activities for the children to do. Diamond class even did an 
assembly on what World Book Day is all about and why it is 
so important. We were even given a lunch of a special 
menu, which we really enjoyed.



Performance Poetry in year 4.



Wellington Amaryllis Competition
A few months ago, every class had been given an amaryllis. An amaryllis
is a type of plant, which can then become a flower, if you look after it
properly. The challenge was to grow your amaryllis and take good care
of it. The competition was between all the junior classes. Every week,
in merit assembly, all the amaryllises will be measured to see who
might be winning and how the other amaryllises from other classes are
growing. The winner was based on which plant out of all of them is the
tallest and most beautiful. The winning class was Coral Class!
Congratulations to everyone for trying their best to win. The challenge
will continue through the year, to see if any other classes' flowers
bloom. Keep calm and let them bloom!



World news
Apple and pear cores turned into chemical-free 
sweeteners
A Dutch company called Fooditive, is turning apple and
pear cores into chemical-free, calorie-free sugar
alternative. Artificial sweeteners like sucralose are
emerging as a possible poisonous substance, and
plausibly an environmental pollutant. A Dutch food
scientist, Moayad Abushokhedim used natural methods
to extract the fructose from the fruit cores. Moayad
believes that this will make a serious change to our
economy.
13-year-old has been sewing hundreds of bowties to
help shelter pets get adopted
This 13-year-old, Darius Brown, from New Jersey has
been working extremely hard to help sheltered animals
across the country to become adopted . To do this, he
has been creating bow ties. His sister taught him how
to sew when he was younger. After realising his talent
for sowing, his sister suggested that he starts sewing
bow ties. Shortly after, many hurricanes had hit
Florida, which made Darius heartbroken, as many
animals were affected. He resolved this issue by helping
these animals find their forever families.

.



Local News
Researchers design first-of-its-kind wearable device that can 
monitor animal's health through their fur.
Researchers from Imperial College London have 
invented a first-of-its-kind health tracking sensor for 
pet's and people that can monitor vital signs through 
their fur or clothing. The new type of sensor, which can 
detect vital signs like heart and breathing rate through 
fur- and as many as four layers of clothing-could help 
make every day wearables for pets and livestock a 
reality. Such devices could help owners keep track of 
their pets', and help vets monitor animals during 
surgery without need of shaving. They could even help 
improve the work of sniffer dogs used to detect bombs 
and missing people. For human use, they could provide a 
new way to measure vital signs over clothing without 
direct contact with skin. When the researchers tested 
their device on five humans and one dog, they found 
that it works through up to four layers of clothes, and 
that the sensor works best when the clothing or fur 
sits right up against the skin.



World Book day in KS1



Thinking Hats and Skills

These are the thinking hats. They help you analyse your work and
make improvements. They help us focus on our thinking, and make us
think deeper, so we have a better understanding of the task that we
are carrying out, as well as what we are good at and what aspects of
our learning needs some improvements. Thinking hats help us to
decide on what steps we need to take in the future, to improve and
become better. The white hat is about information and facts. Red hat
is about what emotions and feelings you have when you are doing your
work, about it and many more. Yellow hat is about what you are proud
of doing in your work, and black hat is about what improvements you
can make next time. The green hat is about your creativity and
uniqueness. Finally, the blue hat is about organisation and planning



World Book day in KS2



Growth-Mindset Quote of 
the Week:

I never lose. I either win or 
learn.

-Nelson Mandela



Team Points

44 55 48 63
This week with 62 points, in first position, we have Blue. Catching up, we 
have Yellow with 54, and next is Green with 47 points. In last place it is 
Red with 54 points. Try harder next time for your team to get more points! 
Work hard and get those points on your class chart!



Remember to take great 
care crossing the roads 

when moving between and 
around the schools.

Always use the crossing 
points and look left and 
right for any cars for 

safety.



Merits:
Merits are a great reward and to get 
one your work should be AMAZING 
to receive a merit.

Three Merits = One white 
Badge

Three White Badges = One 
Team Badge

Three Team Badges = One 
Gold Badge

.



Remember
� Don’t forget to use bug club and Purple Mash. Purple Mash will help you 

with your new topics in your learning and bug club will help you with your 
reading.

� Make sure you read about 15 minutes a day at home with a parent.
� Do not forget to do your homework and bring it in on the date that it is 

due in. Always do your homework in the best standards.
� Always try to have good behaviour; it will help you to get a stamp on your 

loyalty card.
� Make sure you practice Times Tables Rock Stars. Try and become a Rock 

Legend by the end of the year!
� Also complete you spelling booklets because they can help you learn new 

words along with words you know with different meanings.
� Pay attention in class. Use the content domains to boost yourself in 

English and times tables in Maths.
� If you need help with Maths then use MyMaths which can help you in 

your Mathematics tests.

This powerpoint was written by: Ekaakshar, Arisha, 
Srudhika, Aarya, Prathana & Mahi.


